
FELLOWES AUTOMAX 200C Cross 
Cut Shredder

Bin Capacity 32L
Number of Users Audo Feed
Security Level P-4
Accepts Staples, Paper Clips and Cd’s
Cross-Cut 4x38mm
Dimensions: 56H x 35W x 51D cm

Code: 47034

Read More

SKU: FE4653601

Categories: Auto Feed, Fellowes, Office Machines

Product Description

There is no need to prepare the paper into pre-stacked, perfectly aligned piles for the AutoMax 200C, simply 
load up to 200 sheets into the shredding drawer, close, press shred and walk away. Your documents will be 
shredded into tiny 4x38mm Security Level P-4 particles in 5 minutes or less (depending on the number of 
sheets entered). Waste shreds fall into the generous waste bin that features a mechanism to evenly 
distribute shredded paper to avoid false bin full interruptions. A JamGuard System prevents shredding 
interruptions for jam free operation whilst Silent Shred enhances usage in any quiet office. A sleep mode 
feature shuts down the shredder after 2 minutes of inactivity for great Energy Savings. 

AutoMax® offers a truly walk away shredding experience, automatically shredding stacks of paper with 
wrinkles, staples, and even paper clips. Simply load the drawer, press start, and walk away!
Shreds stacks of up to 200 sheets automatically and 10 sheets manually for 25 minutes, allow your 
shredding jobs to be completed in one sitting
Shreds documents into 5/32” x 1½" cross-cut particles for enhanced security on highly confidential 
documents to help keep your information safe. Also shreds credit cards, paper clips, CDs/DVDs and 
junk mail
Patented AccuFeed System™ provides a fast, hands-free shredding experience while the Auto 
Reverse feature stops and reverses paper if a jam occurs, helping to reduce jams and frustration
Spacious 32L pull-out bin and LED bin-full indicator eliminates the need for frequent emptying
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Auto Reverse

Stops and reverses paper if a jam occurs

https://completesupplies.com.mt/product/fellowes-automax-200c-cross-cut-shredder/
https://completesupplies.com.mt/product-category/office-machines/shredders/autofeed/
https://completesupplies.com.mt/product-category/brands/fellowes/
https://completesupplies.com.mt/product-category/office-machines/
https://www.completesupplies.com.mt/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/dca411403985ecac6ee7e06ceca1c9111b10fa3f.png
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AccuFeed System™

Powerful automatic shredding for heavy usage
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Sleep Mode

Energy saving feature shuts down the shredder after 2 minutes of inactivity
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SilentShred™

Offers ultra-quiet performance for shared workspaces
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